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Abstract 
Of all the educations, a character during education, defines the way of skillful teaching to the children which will 

help the school children in developing their moral behavior, non-bullying, a traditional and healthy critical and it 

will be socially acceptable by everyone.  

 

Concepts at present and in the past are a part of character education term which includes emotional and social 

learning and moral reasoning. Character or well known as behavior as it is related during education is impacting 

and is related to “good” is. In the sense, in the to explain in detail, a man who is having qualities of his own and 

which are also acceptable by the society, as well improving the qualities which are related to ones’ personal 

character, which also survives the purpose of education    
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Introduction 

 

Understanding the Character or behavior of child during Education: The Psychic arts: 

Since a long time, the one who tried to access or “read” one’s behavior and also others. Which 

helps to estimate the human behavior, action and reaction would have advantages. Character 

which can be assessed through techniques are also included in many people: astrology, 

palmistry to name a few.  

 

The practices which are wide with their approaches and are explained scientifically regarding 

race of character. “Race character” is widely used to describe the qualities of likely and 

unlikely of a group or groups, as well the religious, nationwide class lines.          

 

Character’s race is majorly related for the justification of minority group, also providing the 

justice to Europeans as well the Americans’, this is also called as a concept of Jews and its 

slavery.   

The behavior during education in the recent past has also shown its impact on economic and 

social status was very proven very drastically and resulted in over strain to the earlier 

generations, where each generation while expanding and exhibiting their thoughts and 

expressing their liberty in the societies. One of the major examples is United States of America.  

 

Each generation exhibits their behavior, ideas and sharing the information, behavior of every 

individual can be also considered as a moral. Contemporary view on Character: Because Men 

and Women, today may not be well-positioned to fully develop the capacities Aristotle and 

others considered central to virtuous character, it also talks about feminist, and education 

philosophy where behavior in moral helps to understand by citizens as well the society to 

understand the power of human which also helps to build friendship.  

 

Children love god always!! Obey parents, not being late in doing good!!! 1980s Character 
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Education movements: the sentiment of supporting the behavior of every child also take led a 

positive movement by politicians nation and state wise as well. 

 Many schools and colleges have hosted conferences on character education.  

 

Character Education or behavior during education, what does it mean? It also helps to 

understand and resolve the critical issues during child’s education, while developing a healthy 

or active climate at school or college. One who provides the education (school/college) will be 

provided impressively as the well in the well displayed ranges of articles, books, poems in 

pictures which draws the attention of the children particularly at the primary standards.  

 

The positive side is the job satisfaction which is said to be an improvement among teachers.  

 

Behavior which will take a positive turn during education at different standards also turns as 

compliments because of wide and different approaches of complete child education. 

 

The behavior during educations also leads to service oriented learning. All this will 

commitments will young people to become more responsible, more caring and more 

contributing citizens. As the students spend more time during their education in 

schools/colleges, there is every possibility that they can get extreme support to prove and to 

reach up to their potential.  

 

Educational institutes are the right platforms for every child, which helps them to prove their 

potential and to bring out the best from every individual. Behavior during education must 

involve everyone to be effective during school stage and education in the schools. 

  

Every individual (teach staff) as well the parents must take an active during school day. 

It will be good and a positive initiative if the character education is also a part of study 

curriculum.  

 

When this happens, educational institutions unite around in developing the Character, where 

the results will be amazing. Any teaching concepts related behavior or building character 

during education at various levels/standards must offer basic guidance for the provide who 

provides teaching as well the lead persons of society in enhancing their behavior/character 

education. 

 

Irrespective of designation, you are working with, being a faculty or a transport in charge, you 

are trying to shape up the behavior of the child with whom you get in touch with. Helping is in 

the way like to develop their communication, to way you respond.   

 

Yes, of course, for the betterment, you are doing the character education. Everything we do 

also impact the behavior of the child during education. 

 

Children should be encouraged to take active participation in various activities which helps 

them in thinking about typical questions to ethical and moral, which also helps them in creating 

the opportunities of their own interest, also helping to improve their ethical and moral 

behavior. How does a behavior during education looks like? This also seems to be 

controversial issues, as well it also depends on your outcome result. 

 

Your character is the culmination of the decision you make, no matter how small, whether the 

people around you are aware of those choices or not. Good behavior will not have any 
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limitations irrespective to any situation. No one’s character or behavior should be compared 

with anyone. A good behavior or character or one person can definitely have positive impact 

globally.   

 

The reward for having a proper behavior you become a better person and world becomes more 

desirable place. Clearly said, it is a best approach which is a result oriented which needs a 

necessary commitment from the administration and teaching staff.   

 

Conclusion:- The Parent's role: A statement by teachers says that parent are over relaxed and 

they do not provide enough discipline to children while they are at home. Behavior during 

education works as a result oriented only when schools/colleges/institutes are united and 

together in teaching discipline to the students. 

 

A parent can help their children as in this way, by checking the child’s educational institute 

whether they have any Character Education Program. 

 

If it has, check if it an effective character education program and what can you do at home or as 

a volunteer at school / college to support the program. Ask to see your child's homework. Let 

your child be encouraged in having good habits of education. Let the child also reach your 

minimum expectations. No entertainment like T.V. Video games or outside sports until the 

home work is completed as well the child gets a good percentage in his/her exams.. 

 

Parents should monitor their children, if they are completing the assignments in time, without 

having any bad observation from their teachers or getting close to bad habits, lack of discipline, 

all these should be discussed during parent-teacher meeting. 

 

Demonstrate, respect and monitoring through various observations. Discuss with your child 

and also demonstrate the behavior you would like to have in your child.  

 

Because Parents also play a important role to build Good Character Education.  
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